CUT 162 - thick clay

134: Orange/brown fill feature
S-J was hard to define - edges not clear - base not clear
- Contained large stones -
  large stone wedged in left against edge 0, it was deeply set
  - Sides very sloping
  - Small mussel shell near base

CUT 163 - void - not cut

139: Feature got a lot larger
S-J after initial identification
- Larger shallow hollow - uneven sloping sides and base. Contained
  small flecks of charcoal and/or bits of orange burn clay similar to 138 but more shallow
  - fill orange/dark brown/beige crumbly
137. Straight sided slot/pit - contained small bit of bone, pebbles and small lumps of charcoal, flecks of burnt clay clump - fill dark brown 'sticky' + rim sherd

- Initially excavated and thought to be the small circular shallow feature almost abutting wall
- Secondary investigation showed the feature was larger and deeper
- Removed central four stores inside circular group
  of stones. Fill started beige/brown then went down to darker brown with frequent charcoal and red burnt & clay specks. Once this was removed an orange/red fill with chalk specks was revealed. Then finally a darker brown with chalk/charcoal specks.
- Post-pipe 'socket' got slightly narrower toward the base of chalk. No finds. 2/3 bucket full sample.
- Took this context off with pick axe
- Uneven base formed of chalk lumps and small gravel sized lumps
- Lots of ‘sticky’ orange/dark brown soil forming some space between chalk
- Some eh larger chalk lumps were rounded and looked worn. Some more ‘fresh/jagged’ in appearance
- Fill sticky containing frequent large chalk lumps